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IS NURSING A PROFESSION? 

BY MARY A. MESSER, R.N. 

Manchester, N. H. 

A short time ago an editorial appeared in the New York Medical 
Journal which in part read as follows: 

Nursing is not, strictly speaking, a profession. A profession implies pro- 
fessed attainments in special knowledge as distinguished from mere skill (Cen- 
tury Dictionary); nursing is an honorable calling, nothing further, implying 
proficiency in certain more or less mechanical duties; it is not primarily designed 
to contribute to the sum of human knowledge or the advancement of science. 
The great and principal duty of a nurse is to make a patient comfortable in bed, 
something not always attained by the most bookish of nurses. Any intelligent, 
not necessarily educated woman can, in a short time, acquire the skill to carry 
out with implicit obedience the physician's directions. The graduate of the 
unregistered hospital or sanitarium or of the short term school, or any woman 
who reads conscientiously a course of instruction in nursing and practises as- 
siduously at home what she learns, is fully competent to undertake any ordinary 
case of illness. Where special skill is required, as in a major surgical case, 
a laparotomy for example, we admit that hospital training is, if not indispensable, 
at least highly desirable, and for such cases the hospital-trained nurse might 
exclusively reserve her services at a wage higher than the ordinary. Nursing is 
an honorable, a remunerative, a noble calling, but efforts to exalt it into a pro- 
fession or to rank it with the higher branches of learning and culture are the 
apotheosis of the absurd. 

With all due respect to the New York Medical Journal, nursing today 
does require, not only skill and intelligence but education. It is true 
that there are many mechanical duties in a nurse's life which require 
only skill but to be an efficient nurse demands also special knowledge 
and attainments. We have only to look backward a little over a cen- 
tury to notice how education, special knowledge and attainments in 
nursing affairs have changed the whole system of nursing. Uneducated, 
ignorant and immoral women were permitted to care for the sick in the 
early days. These women may have had and doubtless did have skill 
but they lacked the knowledge and education which the moder nurse 
should have and does possess. 

Due to the three early workers, Elizabeth Frye, Pastor Fleidner and 
Florence Nightingale, the present system of nursing the sick was estab- 
lished. It is not necessary to enter into the details of these lives for they 
are familiar to all nurses. Neither is it necessary to describe how the 
new profession was started in this country by Sister Helen, a Nightin- 
gale Sister. The medical profession did not take kindly to the training 
of women for nurses and it was only after hard work and the overcoming 
of many obstacles, after the nurse had established order and cleanliness 
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in the hospitals and after the physicians had discovered that the percent- 
age of deaths decreased and the percentage of recoveries increased, that 
they could look with favor upon her. Even then it was a long time 
before they could consider trained nurses as assistants and not as 
servants. 

It took more courage to train for nurses in the early days than at 
present, for since only ignorant women of a low standard of morality 
had attended the sick, people could not understand why young unmar- 
ried women were willing to spend two or three years in a hospital that 
they might become trained helpers at the bedside. However, since 
courage and persistence will conquer untold obstacles, the work went 
steadily on. Institutions for instruction in nursing were established, 
good, earnest women were called into the work, until at the present 
time it would seem that we can justly claim the right to the term "pro- 
fessional nurse." The work has broadened year by year because of 
the progressive spirit of the age, so that many avenues are opened to 
the nurse from which she may select her career, the one best suited to 
her individual taste or to her ability, mental and physical. She has 
become nearly as essential to a community as the physician, not doing 
his work but aiding and cooperating with him. 

If only mere skill is necessary for the nurse, why do even the laity 
demand, that in the care of typhoid fever, pneumonia and other infec- 
tious diseases, the nurse must be one who has had a full training and 
who possesses scientific knowledge? Would the modern surgeon be 
satisfied to have as his assistant in the operating room or to care for 
his patient after operation, a nurse from the short term school or one who 
had read at home? No, he demands the nurse who understands the 
technic of the operating room and who is educated in sepsis, asepsis 
and antisepsis. He knows that the success of his work depends largely 
on a well-trained, well-educated nurse. 

The nurse does not wish or expect to be ranked with the physician 
but since she has endeavored to educate herself and establish nursing 
on a professional basis in order to become the efficient helper of the 
doctor, she demands justice and recognition of her attainments. The 
graduate nurse today must be educated in all lines. She must be 
broad-minded and of a high character so that she may successfully 
cope with the problems of the day. 

It is a great and important duty of a nurse to make a patient com- 
fortable in bed. It is an excellent and most gratifying thing to do but 
it is not the great and principal duty. Her work is now not wholly 
confined to the sick-room. The public has recognized the worth and 
attainments of the graduate nurse. This is shown by her work in social 
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welfare, by the fact that school nurses are employed, that the work 
of the district nurse is increasing, that factories, mills and insurance 
companies are feeling the need of the professional nurse to look after 
their interests. This is most gratifying to nurses for it shows how 
much the work is gaining. Therefore, as an educator in the laws of 
health and right living, the nurse is gradually finding her proper place. 
As time goes on and the graduate nurse faithfully acquits herself in 
social service work and the various problems of the day, people will 
recognize that nursing means that a woman has given time and strength 
in order to obtain, not only mere skill but professed attainments and 
special knowledge. She has done this that the sick may be intelli- 
gently cared for and that mankind may be uplifted and benefited. 
Besides caring for the sick in the home or hospital, she has become an 
instructress, teaching hygiene so that disease may be prevented. She 
could not do this with mere skill; she must be educated and must be 
familiar with science so that she may know how to deal with sick human- 
ity. Thus the work will go steadily forward not by revolution but by 
evolution. Much has been accomplished in the past, much remains to 
be accomplished in the future and the opportunities to the graduate 
nurse were never more numerous than at present. If only mere skill 
is necessary women are indeed foolish to spend three or four years in 
preparation for their work. They could learn, in a few short weeks, 
all that is necessary to make a patient comfortable in bed or to obey 
the physician's directions. But if women did this I would prophesy a 
decided setback in nursing affairs. 

Some one recently said: 

At last we notice that, in common with all other definite human efforts, trained 
nursing has assumed complete form by becoming professionally organized. Thus 
we see before us a thoroughly-trained and well-organized nursing profession with 
immense powers for good. We have seen it come from practically nothing, grad- 
ually grow, very slowly at first, then faster and faster and finally by leaps and 
bounds, until today it is under the same spell of progressive strain that is common 
to all human progress. 

A glance at the curriculum of all up-to-date training schools will 
convince any one that a nurse must do some really hard work before 
she can obtain her diploma and practice her profession. And so it 
should be. With the exception of some special diagnostic and clinical 
work, the graduate nurse of today has a better medical education than 
many graduate physicians had fifty years ago and much more than some 
of our present "'paths and 'practors," etc., who lay claim to the title 
of doctor. 
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By hard work and by virtue of the noble workers in the past, we have 
obtained our present position and standards. Let us then still press 
onward, increasing our knowledge, so that not only by ourselves, but 
by the medical profession as well, our work shall be considered worthy, 
in all respects, to be ranked as a profession. Nursing is indeed an 
honorable, a remunerative, a noble calling and it is not the apotheosis 
of the absurd for nurses to put forth every effort to exalt it into a pro- 
fession and to rank it with the higher branches of learning and culture. 

SOME OPPORTUNITIES OF A PRIVATE DUTY NURSE1 

BY CLEONE E. HOBBS, R.N. 

Greenboro, N. C. 

Someone has said that the essentials for a happy life are health, 
work and friends. Most of us have work and there are few who are 
totally without friends, but do we all have health? 

What do you consider the first requisite for health? I would say 
knowledge. Mothers and fathers should know how to teach their 
children to live normally. It used to be said that "the hand that rocks 
the cradle rules the world," but we have learned that it is wrong to 
rock the cradle and the wise mother will put brakes on it. We might 
change the saying to the one who trains the baby rules the world. 

A baby's training begins as soon as it is born into the world. The 
three important points in training a baby or in nursing a sick baby, or 
a sick adult, for that matter, are cleanliness, quiet and regularity. 
Any sensible person knows this. 

What more discouraging picture can you call to mind than the first 
two or three days on a private case with a sick baby of two years, or two 
sick children; household disorganized, mother nervous, incompetent, 
noisy, prejudiced against the nurse; jealous if the baby shows any signs 
of coming over? Here a nurse has to bring all her powers of self con- 

trol, knowledge and training. 
How many times I have heard the remark from nurses, in hospitals 

and out: "If I only didn't have the family to contend with and could 
have the patient alone!" But you do have the family, and it is yours 
to learn how to deal with it; to do this you will have to study. Do not 
think because you have a diploma from your hospital and a certificate 
from your State Board that you do not have to study. Nursing is 
more than the mechanical work of bathing, rubbing and giving medicine. 
You should have all the requisites of a diplomat, to which should be 

1 Read before the local association of nurses of Greensboro. 
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